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About This Game

MILLIONS OF ALIENS WILL DIE

Radiant Defense is a tower defense game set in a vibrant universe invaded by countless alien hordes.

Build your space fortress any way you wish, set up wide variety of weapons and traps and let the invasions begin!

REROUTE AND REBUILD Use modules to shape the alien route. Bend the path so it always leads enemies toward your
cannons and keeps them within the range of your energy weapons for as long as possible.

LET THEM BURN Use Typhon Fury Flamer to set passing enemies on fire and to quickly incinerate large groups of smaller
units.

BOMBARD THEM Use Seraphim Missile Launcher to deliver target-seeking ordnance over great distances. Seraphim
Missiles explode violently upon contact.

SLICE THROUGH Power Blades cut passing enemies and quickly remove their forceshields. Great at softening up enemy
masses and terminating wounded runners.

LIGHT THEM UP Use Brightmark Searchlight to multiply the power of your defenses. Marked targets receive up to 200%
damage from other weapons.
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ANNIHILATE Target your Omega Cannon at any spot and disintegrate all that's passing through. Combines great with
Recuperator and Brightmark Searchlight.

BLOW THEM UP Place Proximity Mines to explode enemy crowds or to damage heavily armored units. Mines can be placed
anytime to quickly mend a critical situation.

WATCH THEM TREMBLE Psionic ocular terrifies all enemies, making them easy prey for your weapons. Combines best
with superweapons such as the Omega Cannon.

DOUBLE THE PAYBACK Collect twice the money for nearby alien kills with Recuperators. Combines best with area
specific weapons, such as Proximity Mines and Omega Cannon.

Radiant Defense Strategy Guide Read more on how to build a strong economy and get the maximum out of your deadly arsenal.
Exterminate aliens with ease!

Features

 More than 300 waves of aliens across 14 missions

 9 upgradable weapons to kill the aliens with style

 3 superweapons of mass defense

 Steam Leaderboards and Achievements

 Use Alt+Enter to switch between Fullscreen and Windowed mode

Support and Feedback

Please contact support@hexage.net with any inquiry or feedback.

Follow @hexage for the latest development updates and news.
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Extremely easy levels are mixed with some super hard ones; game sometimes requires precision hardly achievable due to
problems with moving the elements ever so slighthly. Would recommend to someone that doesn't care about beating all the
levels and wants to relax for a while. Soundtrack's good though. 6/10. I can't recommend this unless you enjoy melting your legs
off if using a laptop, or running up your power bill on a desktop.

The game has no framerate cap or Vsync option, which is just ridiculous in today's day and age.

I'll change my review once the devs pay attention to this and implement this easy fix. Thanks!

(Yes, I'm aware there are external framerate limiters. But I'm on vacation and limited to a Mac. Macs cannot limit framerate
that I know of).. Cute and funny. 10/10. Honestly, this game is very well made. The mechanics are very fun, and in the end, very
hard. Super challenging without any of the modifiers on and with the modifiers, can be almost impossible (But wow, visually
they are f-ing awesome)!

I really think this game would catch on more if the UI was a bit simpler and cleaner looking, but again thats the main catch of
this game; a trippy, psychedelic game with insane and crazy effects!

Worth the $2.50~. Very fun to pickup and putdown when bored.. save your money old game ,controler was supported but then it
was ited. This game is very fun and addicting can't wait to see what you add next!. Edit: I've toiled through many endings, and I
hate most of them. Why? Because I'm unrealisticly cornered into a lot of bull. Choices affect not only how people react, or my
actions, but also apparently random things as well. Things that could not at all be related to my vocalizations. That's railroading,
and in a game like this it's cheap and unfair.

This game is awful.

I'm not sure how this sort of game is supposed to work, but the story was decent until I hit the end.

I got the Cheryl end, and equipped with the feeling that something went wrong, and maybe there are other endings, I feel
dejected. Dissapointed. I don't even want to play again and see. I probably won't.

And, sure there were♥♥♥♥♥♥ but all th sex scenes were blacked out and done through description. Isn't that an important part
of games like this? Gert some guts and do it right. The fact that proportions were all wring also bugged me. No one has arms
that thin and survives. Edda should have been toned. The one purple haired girl had asymmetrical hips, which anotomically
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makes no sense.

The art as okay overall, but I don't know, it felt lacking. The backgrounds clashed with the characters, the text windows were out
of place and had no borders.

It seems like I'm missing a lot of the game, judging by the spoiler-filled community feed, but honestly I don't know if I care
enough to go back and check it out. I give it a 6/10. Maybe I'll come back, and avoid Cheryl. Maybe not. The lack of explicit
scenes is a huge downer.. Extremely easy levels are mixed with some super hard ones; game sometimes requires precision hardly
achievable due to problems with moving the elements ever so slighthly. Would recommend to someone that doesn't care about
beating all the levels and wants to relax for a while. Soundtrack's good though. 6\/10. So simple yet so addictive - do yourself a
favour and buy this game
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This is a fun little action-roguelike. It's great for a quick run, but also has that addictive "one more try" factor. There's good
variety in the environments and random loot. Seems well balanced. The music is great, but a few more tracks would be nice. A
controller is definitely the best way to play this. Thumbs up!. Fun game with a good amount of challenge. When you are bored
this is the best time waster on Steam.. This years battle pass is greedy and trash. I believe I already sent my concerns to Valve
support so writing here would prove inane.. there is no infos about cash shop item and descriptions are poor.
this game is full of tricks to make dollars .
even with a rationnal playing you need to pay at some point .
its how is designed : your chara is super effective with a melee build for 100 levels,
then he become useless for the next 100 levels cause monsters are immune to your favorite skill .
you can purchase skill reset for 10$ and go to a other build , then 100 levels later he become useless again.

or you can leech in party if you dont want to rebuild chara.

. best hunting game on steam. Not even farming simulator
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